Mobeye Telemetry Products. Security. Anywhere, anytime.

MOBEYE INTERNET PORTAL
Mobeye Call-Key stand-alone or web based
The M obeye Call-Key opens a door because an authorised telephone number calls the Call-Key unit. The M obeye
Call-Key can w ork in tw o w ays:

How it works



Stand-alone: the telephone numbers are programmed into the unit via SM S-commands. Telephone
numbers are authorised for 24/7, i.e. they may open the door at any time.
Connected to the M obeye Internet Portal: management, programming and displaying of the history can
be done in the secured internet environment. Telephone numbers can be authorised for 24/7, temporary
(from-to date) and/or specific time frames (days/time blocks).

Stand-alone
The M obeye Call-Key w ith stand-alone functionality needs a SIM card w hich can Phone and send/receive SM S
message. There is no data traffic (GPRS). The user can insert a SIM card in the GSM dialler, either prepaid or a
subscription.

Connected to the Mobeye Internet Portal
The M obeye Internet Portal offers additional functions to the administrator. Via
Internet the programming of the authorizations is and made and the history is
displayed. In addition, it is possible to authorize numbers for specific time periods
and / or time w indow s.
The communication betw een the M obeye Call Key and M obeye Internet portal is
largely through GPRS traffic. M obeye delivers the Call-Key SIM card w ith the correct
settings, so the installation is ready in a few minutes.



The subscription fee for the combination of the SIM card and the M obeye Internet Portal costs a low
amount per month (the costs are charged on yearly basis). No other charges are involved*
* based on ‘fair use’ and w/o additional alarm SM S text message from the portal



There are no charges w hen somebody calls the unit to open the door (the call is not replied, the unit
recognizes the number and suspends the call).



The GPRS SIM card is supplied w ith the M obeye Call-Key. If it is not included, please contact M obeye
(info@mobeye.eu).



The user registers the SIM card in the M obeye Internet Portal (w w w .mymobeye.eu). Immediately after
signing, the card is activated and the user receives the invoice for the subscription.
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